30 Questions

(1) What is most important to you? Choose one.
work__family__friends__wealth__health__pleasure__
other__ (please specify)

(2) Are you uncomfortable meeting new people?
    yes__ no__ not sure__

(3) What is your age?

(4) What are your pronouns?

(5) How would you describe your sexuality preference?
(6) does your personal religion or philosophy include a life after death?
   yes__ no__ not sure__

(7) do you regularly: check all that apply.
   a) drink__
   b) smoke pot__
   c) smoke cigarettes__
   d) use other recreational drugs__

(8) do you remember jokes and take pleasure in relating them to others?
   yes__ no__ not sure__

(9) Is it difficult for you to accept criticism?
   yes__ no__ not sure__

(10) Is it important that your partner be ambitious?
    absolutely yes__ heavens no__ I don't mind__

(11) do you believe in capital punishment for murder?
    I don't see why not__ heavens no__ not sure__
(12) do you go to sleep easy?
    yes__ no__ not sure__

(13) do you think social affairs are a waste of time?
    yes__ no__ not sure__

(14) Can god influence our lives?
    absolutely yes__ heavens no__ not sure__

(15) Will you consider a long distance relationship?
    yes__ no__ not sure__

(16) Is money important to you?
    yes__ no__ indifferent__ If yes, how important?

(17) Is the quality of food you eat important?
    yes__ no__ not sure__

(18) What kind of music do you like?
(19) do you follow the news?
    yes, on a regular basis     occasionally     never
If so, through what media?

(20) do you consider fluency in another language an important asset?
    I do indeed     not really

(21) how much of your time do you devote to reading?

(22) What is your favorite kind of reading (journalism, fiction, poetry, etc.)?

(23) What is your connection to nature?

(24) how do you take care of your body?
(25) do you miss going to the movie houses?
    absolutely yes__ not really__ sort of__

(26) do you align yourself with a political party?
    yes__ no__ indifferent__ If so, which one?

(27) do you prefer feature length films or TV series?

(28) Who is your favorite political leader now or in the past?

(29) Children: check all that apply.
    have them__ want them__ not interested__ open-minded__

(30) Is space or time more important for you?

Some of these questions were taken from the personality test in the film Harold and Maude.
Rank which sentiments 1-12 you feel the most to least with 1 for the sentiment you feel most often and 12 for the one you feel most rarely.

- firm
- cocksure
- rousing
- aware
- steady
- desolate
- accepting
- bright
- bored
- sad
- ruffled
- sensitive